Recent studies have shown that sketches and diagrams play an important role in the daily work of software developers. If these visual artifacts are archived, they are often detached from the source code they document, because there is no adequate tool support to assist developers in capturing, archiving, and retrieving sketches related to certain source code artifacts. This paper presents SketchLink, a tool that aims at increasing the value of sketches and diagrams created during software development by supporting developers in these tasks. Our prototype implementation provides a web application that employs the camera of smartphones and tablets to capture analog sketches, but can also be used on desktop computers to upload, for instance, computer-generated diagrams. We also implemented a plugin for a Java IDE that embeds the links in Javadoc comments and visualizes them in situ in the source code editor as graphical icons.
INTRODUCTION
Sketches and diagrams play an important role in the daily work of software developers [1, 5, 8, 22] . Most of these visual artifacts do not follow formal conventions like the Unified Modeling Language (UML), but have an informal, ad-hoc nature [1, 5, 8, 10, 18] . They may contain different views, levels of abstraction, formal and informal notations, pictures, or generated parts [5, 8, 20, 21] . Developers create sketches mainly to understand, to design, and to communicate [1, 5] . Media used for sketch creation include not only whiteboards and scrap paper, but also software tools like Photoshop and PowerPoint [5, 10, 17, 22] . Sketches and diagrams are important because they depict parts of the mental model developers build to understand a software project [13] . Understanding source code is one of the most important problems developers face on a daily basis [5, 12, 13, 19 ]. However, this task is often complicated by documentation that is frequently poorly written and out of date [9, 15] . Sketches and diagrams, whether formal or informal, can fill in this gap and serve as a supplement to conventional documentation like source code comments. To this end, tool support is needed to assist developers in archiving and retrieving sketches and diagrams related to certain source code artifacts.
RELATED WORK
In the past, many tools have been proposed that aim at supporting developers' sketching activities. Some of them force users to employ special devices like electronic whiteboards [4, 7, 16] or digital pens and paper [2, 6] . These tools often focus on UML as they try to convert sketches into formal UML diagrams [4, 6, 7, 11] . Branham et al. proposed a tool to automatically capture whiteboard drawings using a networked camera [3] . This approach leads to a large number of archived sketches, which are not likely to be used in the future. Again, special hardware is needed for capturing the drawings. Furthermore, tools exist that allow to create sketches directly in the source code editor of IDEs [2, 11] . This approach is also of limited use, because, on the one hand, sketching may happen in design meetings with other stakeholders where IDEs are not used and source code is not immediately created. On the other hand, sketches and diagrams may provide a high-level understanding of the project architecture [14] and may thus be linked to different artifacts in different source code files. These use cases are difficult to support if sketches are created directly in the source code editor and are attached to a single source code file.
In our opinion, existing tools do not adequately consider developers' needs. In a recent study, Petre observed that software developers "will not adopt tools and ideologies at odds with their considered practice" [18] . Walny et al. note that a tool integrating sketches into the software development workflow must support a broad range of work styles [22] , which most of the above mentioned tools do not achieve. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. 
MOTIVATION
In a large study with 394 participants [1] , we investigated the use of sketches and diagrams in software engineering practice to validate our motivation for building a new tool. In this section, we briefly summarize the most important findings that are relevant for the design of this tool. As expected, the majority of sketches and diagrams from the study were informal and most of them were drawn on analog media like paper or whiteboards. The most common purposes for creating sketches were related to designing, explaining, or understanding. One third of them had an estimated lifespan of one day or less, one third of up to one month, and another third of more than one month. The majority of sketches were archived, most of them digitally. Many sketches were kept because they document or visualize parts of the implementation or assist its understanding. The high number of archived sketches lead to the assumption that developers are willing to keep their visual artifacts. However, they also named technical issues, e.g., that there is no good technique to keep sketches together with source code. Regarding the relation to source code, we found out that sketches and diagrams were rarely related to certain attributes or statements, but rather to methods, classes, packages, or projects (or, depending on the programming language, other artifacts with the same levels of abstraction). About half of the sketches and diagrams from our study were rated as helpful to understand the related source code artifact(s) in the future, which supports our goal to use sketches as a supplement to conventional documentation.
OUR APPROACH
With the results from our study in mind, our main goal was to create a tool that would enable developers to easily capture and annotate the sketches and diagrams they create to link them afterwards to the related source code artifacts. The sketches could then be used to understand the related code and to navigate to the linked artifacts, enabling developers to explore relations depicted in the linked sketches. The tool should integrate with heterogenous workflows and should not be restricted to a certain visual convention or a special medium for creating sketches. Finding relevant documentation in external systems is a task that developers generally regard as challenging, time consuming, and not always worth its effort, because even an elaborate search does not guarantee to produce helpful content [13, 15] . Thus, the links should be visualized in situ in the source code editor, e.g., using color coding, highlighting, or graphical icons, but should not distract the developer. This allows developers to quickly access relevant sketches. In order to provide flexible means for capturing analog drawings, we decided to focus on mobile devices like smartphones and tablets for capturing, annotating, and linking sketches. Since such devices are prevalent nowadays, they are available in almost every situation (see Figure 1 for an exemplary workflow). However, it should also be possible to upload, for instance, computergenerated diagrams from conventional desktop computers.
PROTOTYPE
Our prototype named SketchLink consists of a server, a web application, and an IDE plugin (see Figure 3 ). The server stores the sketch images, metadata, and the links, providing a WebSocket interface for updating and retrieving this information. The web application runs in both desktop and mobile browsers and can be used to upload, annotate, and link sketches. It requests information about available source code artifacts from the server, which has access to the version control system. The IDE plugin, which we implemented for the Java IDE IntelliJ IDEA, visualizes the links in the editor and can be used to create link anchors in the source code. Furthermore, the plugin enables the web application to scroll the editor view to a linked source code artifact to navigate through source code using a linked sketch or diagram.
Link Anchors
SketchLink uses a generic approach for linking sketches and diagrams to source code artifacts by employing universal link anchors. Every artifact that can be linked to other artifacts is identified by a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID), to which a one-digit type identifier is prepended. SketchLink currently supports three types of link anchors: source code anchors, sketch anchors, and marker anchors.
Source Code Anchors
Source code anchors are either created by the server when the user links a sketch to a certain source code artifact us- ing the web application or by the IDE plugin. Our prototype currently only supports Java and embeds link anchors in Javadoc comments (see Figure 2 ). This has the advantage that links to the sketches on the server can be automatically inserted into the HTML documentation generated from Javadocs comments (at least for classes and methods). If other statements or expressions are located in the same source code line as the comment, the anchor referes to this line. Otherwise, the anchor refers to the subsequent element (e.g., a class or method decalaration). Our approach is not limited to Java or Javadoc, because it only depends on the ability to insert an identifier in a source code comment, which is possible in every other programming language.
Sketch and Marker Anchors
The container format for sketch and marker anchors is SVG. The sketch images are loaded using an SVG image element. Users can link parts of a sketch to source code artifacts with rectangular markers (see Figure 1c ), which are stored as rect elements in the SVG. The link anchors for a whole sketch or single markers are stored in the id attribute either of the SVG root element (sketch anchors) or of an rectangle element (marker anchors).
Web Application
Using SketchLink on mobile devices like smartphones or tablets has the advantage that users can take a picture, for instance, of a whiteboard sketch, directly from the application running in a web browser, and upload it to the server (see Figure 1 ). When used in a desktop browser, the tool offers a file dialog for uploading image files like scanned sketches or digitally created diagrams. After uploading the image file, users may add additional information like the authors of the sketch or a short description of the visual artifact. This information is sent to the server, along with the image file of the sketch. After the sketch is uploaded, the user can either link the entire sketch, or parts of it using Figure 4 : Source code navigation using tablet a rectangular selection, to a source code artifact. Furthermore, the user may annotate the selected areas with a text comment. With support of our IDE plugin, the user can navigate to linked source code artifacts using the WebApp, either running on the same computer like the IDE or, for instance, a mobile device (see Figure 4 ).
IDE Plugin
When the plugin is started, it folds each UUID in the @sketchlink tags in Javadoc comments and hides them behind an icon (see Figure 2 ). If no other tags or comment text is present, Javadoc comments found inside a method are completely hidden. The plugin was not only developed with the goal to explicitly visualize source code anchors, but to do this without distracting the developer during coding phases. Therefore, the icon considers the current color scheme and automatically hides if its enclosing Javadoc comment gets folded. Moreover, the icons-and the corresponding Javadoc tags-can be hidden globally.
When the user positions the mouse cursor over an icon, the linked source code is highlighted. If the user clicks on an icon, a list with linked artifacts is shown (see Figure 2a ). By positioning the mouse cursor over a list element, the user can open a preview of the linked sketch or marker (floating mode). Above the image, the authors of the sketch and its annotation are displayed (if this information is available on the server). If markers are present and the user places the mouse cursor over one of them, the annotation for this marker is displayed instead of the annotation for the whole sketch and the linked source code is highlighted. By leftclicking on a marker or a sketch, the user can navigate to the linked source code artifacts directly from within the preview window. A right-click opens the configured web browser and loads the sketch in the SketchLink WebApp. This way, the user may edit the annotation or create and link new markers. The user can also switch to the docked mode of the plugin, where a list of the linked sketches is displayed right next to the source code (see Figure 2b ). Furthermore, the plugin assists the user in creating new source code anchors. After a new anchor is created, the plugin prompts the user to open the WebApp in order to directly link the newly created anchor to a sketch or marker. For each source code anchor, metadata like the modification timestamp, the project name, the type of the linked artifact (e.g., class, method, if-statement), and the path to the source code file (relative to the project root) are stored on the server.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our first prototype named SketchLink enables developers to easily capture, annotate, and link their sketches and diagrams to the related source code artifacts of Java projects using a web application and an IDE plugin. The WebApp can also be used to navigate through a software project using created links. Furthermore, our IDE plugin visualizes the links in situ in the source code editor and assists developers in creating new link anchors.
A future version of SketchLink should support the evolution of sketches and diagrams, because they are often reiterated and evolve over time [1, 5, 22] . However, not only the evolution of sketches has to be considered. When software evolves, linked source code artifacts may be deleted or renamed. Since the detection of moved or renamed source code artifacts between two revisions in the version control system is generally not an easy task [23] , the plugin should consider common refactorings in order to keep the data on the server up to date. Moreover, the tool could propose new links to the user by analyzing existing links and the relation between linked source code artifacts. In the future, we want to enable users to retrieve captured sketches using metadata like the date, authors, or keywords found in the annotation. Another future feature could be the visualization of the currently executed method in a linked sketch to support debugging tasks. In addition, we plan to implement the possibility to link sketches or parts of sketches to other sketches. One application of this feature would be the creation of a storyboard, allowing the user to "play" sketches in a defined order. Moreover, linking markers with other sketches would be helpful to evaluate GUI mockups, because transitions from one view to another could be simulated. Furthermore, it may be sensible to add a user management, allowing to differentiate between personal and shared sketches.
Finally, we plan to execute both a user study evaluating the usability of our prototype and empirical studies to investigate if and how the availability of our tool supports the understanding of unfamiliar source code. An interesting but hard-to-measure property is the value of captured and linked sketches. It would be interesting to know how and when developers use the links. We could investigate which properties valuable sketches possess and if visualizations for certain source code artifacts share common characteristics.
